
Multinational Corporation Expands Global
Customer Support with Generative AI-
Driven Multilingual Capabilities
A multinational company has expanded its customer support services through the
integration of Azure's OpenAI Large Language Models (LLMs). By syncing these
models with Teneo's Generative AI Orchestration, the company has broadened its
support infrastructure to encompass French and Spanish, fostering enhanced
communication with a wider customer base. 

Efficient Translation with GPT  

Using GPT, the company has refined the translation of diverse customer inputs into Spanish,
and French, promoting clear and efficient communication channels. This advancement is
pivotal for facilitating seamless information exchange across language barriers and contributing
to a more inclusive customer experience. 

The transition to outputs is also managed by the advanced capabilities of GPT. The output
system's efficiency mirrors that of the input side, enhancing the speed and reliability of
customer support interactions. 

Advancing Customer Service with AI-Powered Language Translation  

The dual-model translation strategy signifies a significant progression in machine translation
and customer service. Merging LLMs with Teneo's capabilities represents a strategic effort by
the company to connect language divides, raising the bar for customer service globally. This
initiative is set to boost the precision and timeliness of customer service responses in a
multitude of languages, honing the overall customer experience. 

Evolving Customer Support through AI Language Translation  

The deployment of a dual-model AI translation system denotes a crucial development in the
realm of machine translation, especially within the customer support sector. The integration of
LLMs has enabled the company to substantially enhance its service offerings, providing
transparent and prompt support to customers around the world. 

This technological enhancement is a principal component of the company's strategy to render
high-caliber, responsive customer service. By amalgamating GPT technologies with Teneo, any
enterprise is well-placed to tailor interactions and address the unique needs of its international
customer base. 

Commitment to Compliance and Data Precision  

The enterprise maintains a rigorous policy of traceability for all AI-generated responses,
nurturing transparency and responsibility. Teneo's platform presents comprehensive data
management tools, enabling meticulous filtering and categorization for every customer
interaction. 



Unprecedented Generative AI Orchestration with Teneo  

Teneo enables the seamless integration of any Large Language Model, such as OpenAI's GPT,
with Contact Center AI offerings at any juncture. This empowers businesses with the flexibility,
precision, and oversight necessary to fully harness the potential of Generative AI using their
uniquely trained datasets. 

Innovative Platform Transformation and Cost Efficiency  

The platform revolutionizes Generative AI efficiency, allowing businesses to dramatically
reduce associated costs by up to 98%. 

Risk-Free Generative AI Trials with Teneo  

Teneo permits contact centers to trial any generative AI in a risk-free environment for a free
trial, swiftly adapting to novel technologies and market demands. 

Highlights of Teneo's Generative AI Capabilities 

• Total Generative AI Flexibility: Teneo's platform affords contact centers the ability to
test any generative AI use case in a risk-free environment, swiftly adapting to new tech
and market shifts. 

• Scalable and Precise AI Integration: The platform orchestrates generative AI with
unmatched precision, enabling efficient and responsive customer service across all
communication channels. 

• Accuracy Empowerment with TLML: The Teneo Linguistic Modeling Language
enhances customer interactions – ensuring accurate understanding, as with the
Conversational IVR, OpenQuestion.//link// 

• Data Privacy and Security: Teneo's ISO27001 certification highlights its commitment to
data privacy and security, employing advanced measures such as confidential compute
and robust encryption protocols. 

• Rapid Deployment and CCAI Orchestration: The platform accelerates the deployment
of conversational AI solutions, facilitating swift adaptation to advanced AI orchestration. 

• Operational Streamlining and Cost Reduction: The platform minimizes reliance on
complex rule sets and custom scripts, simplifying operations and decreasing overheads
associated with maintenance and support. 
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About Teneo.ai  

Teneo.ai is dedicated to transforming customer service through artificial intelligence. With a
focus on innovation and quality, Teneo.ai delivers solutions that transform customer
interactions into meaningful engagements. Experience the future of customer service now with
Teneo.ai's trailblazing Generative AI orchestration by taking advantage of our free trial. 
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